SJ’s Request for Redetermination
of the SHRC’s May 2017 decision
on the

Willow Glen
Trestle
Larry Ames
Friends of the
Willow Glen Trestle
Oct. 27, 2017

Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations,
§4857, “Requests for Redetermination
by the State Historical Resources Commission”
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“The Commission has the power to reverse or alter its prior
determinations, in whole or in part, if any of the following occur:



(1) There is a significant error in the facts, information, or analysis on
which the prior decision was based; or



(2) The prior determination, in light of current information, appears to
have been arbitrary, capricious, or based on substantial error.”

City’s request for Redetermination
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SHRC Findings
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Associated with the industrial
development of San José



Encouraged Western Pacific to
enter the San José area,
provide competition, and
challenge the near monopoly
on freight traffic previously
held by Southern Pacific



Associated with the
residential development of
Willow Glen



Retains most aspects of
historic integrity

SHRC decision was hardly “arbitrary” or “capricious”


At May 10, 2017 hearing in Pasadena:
9

min of Staff Report,

 nearly

50 min of
presentations
pro and con
(including rebuttals),

 and

13 min of
Commission discussion
prior to vote:

 Total:
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1 hr 10 min.

Not the 1st time the SHRC had considered the issue


Also heard at April 18, 2016, meeting in San Francisco
 Application

for
listing on the
National Register

The State Historical
Resources Commission

 Total

hearing:
1 hr 13 min.
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(Note: SF mtg was close
to SJ; a few members
of the public did attend;
Cmsn voted for Trestle.
The public also came to
Pasadena. And everyone
could send letters or
emails if they’d wish.)

Cmsnr
Moss

Council SHPO
Lynch Polanco

Chair
Brandes

Cmsnr
McKay

Cmsnr
Harris

Cmsnr
Praetzellis

Cmsnr
Bertoli

Factual Errors? The definition of “local”?
From the City’s complaint:
“The phrase ‘local’ should be
interpreted in the context of the
entire criterion and an objective
standard. It would seem more
reasonable that ‘local’ in the
context of the criterion language
should mean historic significance to
a town or city as distinguished from
state or national significance.”

San José was a much
smaller town back then,
so “local” in that time
context was smaller as
well.
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https://www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/721

“Local influence” both before & beyond the trestle
WP RR thru Willow Glen & to the San Jose Depot
Willow Glen
- residential

1st segment
of laid track

Willow
Glen
Trestle

Chein Lumber
Standard Oil of Calif.

only spur
in WG

Borchers Bros. [rock]

Georgia-Pacific plywood
California Packing
Union Ice
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22

to Niles, Oakland,
and Salt Lake City

San José station
http://www.wplives.com/diagrams/yards/YD006.php

http://www.wplives.com/diagrams/yards/YD006.html

Area of significance
The Western Pacific Trestle served
an industrial area over a mile long;
~7.5 mil.sq.ft. (~175 A, >1/4 sq.mi);
~50% larger than SJ’s new, “biggest
ever” project: Google at Diridon.



Area of all of San José was only
roughly 7 square miles*



Trestle served 4% of City, plus
surrounding orchards and fields.

Google at Diridon

http://www.wplives.com/diagrams/yards/YD006.html

to SJ station



SJ Station

I-280
I-280

served by WP RR

north
north

* not counting the sewage treatment plant by the salt flats

WG Trestle
map overlay
by L. Ames

I-280

*
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*
**

Confusion about Willow Glen and San José?
From the City’s complaint:
“If we assume ‘local’ historic significance would
be reduced to a neighborhood, the two factors
cited in the nomination, staff report, and findings
in support of Criterion 1 are in direct conflict and
cannot be reconciled. According to the
nomination, staff report, and finding, the trestle
is historically significant for (1) ‘its association
with the industrial development of San José’; and
(2) ‘reducing the effects of industry on the
residential community of Willow Glen.’ ... All of
this industrial development, however, occurred
outside Willow Glen. There can be no association
with industrial development if the definition of
‘local’ is restricted to the Willow Glen
neighborhood.”
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The WG Trestle is at the border of the
Town of Willow Glen, and it impacted
both Willow Glen and San José.

N
to Niles Canyon

industrial
area served
WG Trestle
Willow Glen
kept residential

map in SJ City Hall, 3rd floor

Trestle at the boundary of Willow Glen & San José






Willow Glen was
an unincorporated community
in 1922 when
Western Pacific
built the trestle

Willow Glen Trestle

Willow Glen:
an Independent
Town,
1927-1936

The trestle was
at the edge of
the Town of
Willow Glen’s
boundaries

business district

Willow Glen has
been annexed
into San José,
but it still
retains its sense
of community.
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approx. area
served by
WG Trestle

Dev’lpmt patterns persist
industrial

Los Gatos
Creek

Downtown

purple: new
hi-dens res.

grays:
industrial

WG Trestle
brown:
residential

WG Trestle

pinks:
commercial

Willow Glen

Willow Glen
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adapted from city website: www.SanJoseCA.gov

yellows:
residential

approx. WG
boundary
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Increased public’s
awareness of the trestle



Gave us time to
research trestle’s history
& apply for State
Historic Listing



The SHRC & trestle’s
historic status are
not impacted by the
court’s decision.
30s & 40s

Raised public’s interest
in community & historic
preservation overall.

1985

Oct ‘15

?

(re)do EIR?

no EIR MND OK
Friends appeal?
changed politics?

Mar ‘17

SC Ct: rehear on remand Feb ‘17
follow-up briefs

Supreme Ct: too busy. Oct ‘16

Ap’lt Ct: use dif. criteria Aug ‘16

?

WG has a historic & iconic
2018?
“Place-making” gateway on trail network

Trestle restored & adapted for trail use

May ‘17

Sep ‘16
Nat’l Q’s
Friends: answer
Nov ‘16
Friends: file for State listing
SHRC hears nomination

Jun ‘15

SJ: ask to demo; Denied

May ‘15

Council: not historic;
approves EIR for demo

Oct ‘14

SC Court: do EIR Jul ‘14
SJ: appeal & do EIR

Jan ‘14

Abrupt change in plans...

Jul ‘16

Cal SHRC: approv’d for Nat’l
Nat’l Keeper: return for info

Apr ‘16

Friends: file for Nat’l Hist.

May ‘15

SJ Hist. Landm’k Cms: is Historic

EIR: both Trestle & prefab OK

Jan ‘15

Feb ‘14

It did give us 4 years:

MND appr’vd demo.

Mar ‘13
abrupt change: prefab bridge
(SJ: non-historic  no loss if demo’d)

Eng.Rep’t on Trestle reuse Oct ‘12

Silicon Valley: farmers & canneries leave
1990s
GreenPrint: 3 Crks Trail 2000
LGCT EIR w/ Trestle 2004
Trestle & ROW acquired 2011

inform SJ Hist.Landm’k Cms
Friends of WG Trestle sue SJ

Sep, Nov ‘13
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LGCT MP



Courts have recently
ruled against us. (We’re
evaluating next steps.)

WP RR  TS Montgomery  SJ Ag.
1922
WG Trestle built
shaped
overnight service, less-than-carload
WG & SJ
1920s,
small farmers survive



SJ founded 1777
State Capitol 1850-51
Southern Pacific Railroad 1860s
monopoly

Multi-prong approach: Civic, Legal, Historic & Public

City’s evidence
The City showed
two 1-page
memos from
2004, from when
it planned to
reuse the trestle.
Wayne Donaldson,
the author of one,
later said that
“the City council
member’s totally
confused on that
letter that I wrote
in 2004.”
(The Court couldn’t
even consider this
info as it was “after
the fact”.)
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http://wgtrestle.org/bridge_evaluation_05-19-2004.pdf
http://wgtrestle.org/SHPO_concurrence_ltr_09-10-2004.pdf

Path forward


The Court ruled against us, saying that the City’s evidence, “thin as it is,”
is “sufficient”. “That the Friends [of the Willow Glen Trestle] can point to
other contrary and more recent evidence … is irrelevant….”




The Court was not allowed to consider the SHRC rulings, since they occurred after the
City’s “decision date”

However:
 The

WG Trestle still stands



State environmental rules preclude any non-emergency in-stream construction during
the rainy season, which officially started Oct. 15th.



City’s demolition permit from the Calif. Dept. of Fish & Wildlife expires Dec. 31st.

 A favorable historic ruling by the SHRC will give leverage in discussions with
the City, the State permitting agencies, various funding sources, and the public.
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The Willow Glen Trestle is Historic
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This is the trestle that enabled
Western Pacific to enter the
San José market and to break
the monopoly formerly held by
Southern Pacific



The WG Trestle shaped the
development of the local area,
then and to this day: residential
in Willow Glen, industrial in
western San José.



The SHRC was not
capricious and did not err
when it decided that the
WG Trestle is historic.

Southern Pacific was infamous for its monopolist practices

at the Oakland Museum

Furthermore,
... the trestle is also pretty.
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Please help preserve this piece of our local history
The public is
becoming ever
more aware and
appreciative of
our dwindling
ties to our past.
Please save the
Trestle and
deny the City’s
request for a
redetermination.
1955
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Thank you.

